
+ COVID-19 and the Whole Human
 

We are currently living through a pandemic. In this time of upheaval, our expectations need to 
shift. We need to adjust the way we think about work, family, and our personal lives.

WORK.

What does science say about working in a time of crisis?

1.  Accept Reality
  • High EQ people are intentional about where they spend their mental energy. 

  • Acknowledge what you can’t control or influence and focus on what you can.
 

2. Refine and Refocus
There are two extreme responses in times of crisis: panic and denial. Fear either carries us away or 
we stick our heads in the sand. When these responses come up, try this strategy:

  • Figure out the next three steps.

  •  Simplify with “reduce and chunk.”

  • Set small goals. E.g. get through 15 minutes without worrying.

3.  Social Boost
  • We are the best version of ourself when we collaborate and cooperate. 

  • Being around other people helps us emotionally regulate ourselves.

  • Socializing allows us to get out of our heads and offers a reality check. 

History may lead us to think great leaders have a special leadership trait. But 
leadership is not written in genetic code. It’s made and forged in crisis. If you 
don’t feel fully ready, remember no leader has. Don’t let fear make you feel 
unfit. Fear does not disqualify you. It makes you human. Press on. 

           

           - Michael Mueller    
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PERSONAL.

• Expectations
• Lower your expectations and be perfectly happy with that for now. You can

recalibrate again soon.

• Environment
• Create a home working space. Get creative! Some people set up a card table in

their laundry room. Whatever you do, try to make it as comfortable as you can.

• Set aside time more time than normal to process and reflect.
• Give yourself time to do nothing. Allow self-care to take many forms.

• Have a planning conversation with your partner and/or family about a
reduction in income.

• Budget for worst-case, real scenario. Budget for 10% loss in income.

FAMILY.

WE RECOMMEND.
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1. Expect

• Align expectations with the

“family team”

• Realistic and reasonable expectations

3. Shape

• Your environment: distractions,
beauty, organization

• Time: anchor times to reflect
and connect

2. Mind

• Thoughts form actions and attitudes

• Favor learning and growth over
productivity

• Opportunity to develop life skills & EQ

4. Celebrate It

 • See and celebrate any small step of
progress

 • Find time for fun and laughter
together.

“Real Leaders are Forged in Crisis,” Nancy Koehn, Harvard Business Review
https://hbr.org/2020/04/real-leaders-are-forged-in-crisis 

The Non-Obvious Guide to Emotional Intelligence, by Kerry Goyette

https://www.thinkaperio.com/covid-19

The Pomodoro Technique, http://tomatoi.st/8nueqiv

https://www.amazon.com/Non-Obvious-Guide-Emotional-Intelligence/dp/1940858917/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=kerry+goyette&qid=1586549979&sr=8-1

